
ROBOTS 
from the 
FUTURE9

THE SMARTEST CHESS PLAYER
The smartest computer chess player is the software AlphaZero, which taught itself chess 
in just four hours. It only had the rules of chess as its input, and in four hours it became 
the best chess player by defeating champion Stockfish. It used such moves which were 
not seen in the 1,500-year history of the game.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
1. Have you heard of the famous chess software DeepBlue which defeated Garry 
Kasparov in 1997? In your country, are there any famous robots?
2. What do you think about robots and smart software programs? Do you think they will 
influence our future? Do you want to live in a world with many robots?
3. Do you think robots will ever be able to work as well as human beings?

Read the story, then discuss the questions in pairs.1
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       Insert the metaphorical expressions into the right definition. Use the verbs in the right form. You might 
need to repeat some of the expressions twice in the same sentence.

a well-oiled machine      to break down     to fix     a personal user manual
work like a robot     a rusty skill      to reinvent the wheel

  1. If there’s a big problem, a machine can , just as a person can  under pressure.
  2. If a machine is repaired, we can also say it’s , just as a romantic relationship or a workplace issue   
      can be  .
  3. If a team works well together, we can say it’s like a  .
  4. If a person works mechanically, without enjoying the work and thinking about it, then he  .
  5. If you do not practice something for long, it needs to be refreshed, otherwise it remains a  .
  6. Some workplaces prepare a  for each person so colleagues would know about his personal 
      quirks and reactions.
  7. If a person comes up with an idea or solution that others already thought of long ago, then he  .

       
        A. Go through each of the above metaphorical phrases and think if you can find an equivalent in your  
             own language. If there is one, does it have the same meaning? For example, if there’s such a phrase “to  
                work like a robot” in your langugae, does it have the same meaning?

        B. Can you think of metaphorical expressions from your own language, which are related to machines,  
          rusty wheels, technology and robotics?

 Match the expressions with the pictures. Then listen and check.

 to serve coffee
 advanced technology
 to carry luggage
 a human being
 robot staff
 a hotel chain

a

b
c d

e

f

3

4

2
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1 Discuss the following questions before reading the text. Work in pairs.

Read the text about robots in Japan.2

1. Can you imagine a world where robots help us with most of our daily tasks? Don’t you think that 
our life would be too boring if cooking, driving, shopping and cleaning were all done by robots?
2. Can you imagine talking to a robot about your personal matters? 

READING: ROBOTS FROM THE FUTURE

Have you just heard the news 
that according to new plans, 
500 English-speaking robots 
will be placed in Japanese 
schools in the near future? 
Supposedly,  the robots can 
help with teaching English. 
In Japan, robots carry out 
many basic tasks, such as 
serving a coffee or helping 
in a factory. Even more than 
that, the best robots can 
hold simple conversations 
in 16 languages and they 
look more beautiful and 
human-like than previous 
models. Many Japanese 
people believe that robots 
can perform simple tasks as 
reliably as human beings. 

However, employing robot 
teachers in schools is a
far-fetched and impractical 
idea. Studying is not just 
about memorizing facts but 
also about having a personal 
relationship with a teacher. 

Where would be the emotional 
connection between student 
and teacher if we replaced 
teachers with robots? Not 
to mention that chatbots 
are nowhere close to having 
human language skills.

However, the list of crazy 
inventions doesn’t stop here. 
There are plans for a hotel 
chain that would only have 
robots as its staff. The idea for 
such a hotel has already been 
put into practice in Japan and 
it failed because 

robots annoyed guests 
and there were too many 
complaints about them. In 
fact, they couldn’t complete 
even basic tasks like carrying 
luggage because they slipped 
on wet roads and got stuck 
bumping into each other. 

They often woke up guests, 
thinking that their snoring is a 
voice command, then asking 
in the middle of the night “I’m 
sorry, I couldn’t catch that. 
Could you repeat what you 
said?”

Clearly, there are also some 
success stories. Intelligent 
robots can already manage 
entire factories and shops. 
There are so-called smart 
factories which do most of 
their tasks automatically. 

For example, inside a 
salmon processing facility in 
Norway, machines check the 
quality of salmon, weigh and 
grade the fish and distribute 
it to the production units. 
The main question is: how 
would our life look like 
if robots took over all of 
our work? And what could 
possibly happen if some of 
these robots went wrong and 
stop working properly? More 
importantly, will our life not 
turn too impersonal, losing its 
sense of humanity?

Latest news • Science • Technology • Culture • Language • Fascinating facts
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VOCABULARY: OBSERVE THE TEXT

         Answer the questions based on the text.

1. What kind of daily tasks can robots do instead of humans?
2. What is the Japanese Ministry of Education planning to do about English 
education in the near future?
3. How many languages can the best robots speak?
4. What is the main question regarding the future of robots and mankind?

5

In Japan, over 250,000 robots are in use and this number will jump to 1 million by 2025. Only a few non-Japanese companies survived in this market because most robots are produced by Japanese companies.

         
          Complete the sentences with the right word 
          from the text.

1. In Japan, robots ... out many daily tasks.
2. The best robots can ... simple ... in as many as 16 
languages.
3. Clearly, there are also some … stories with robots.
4. The list of crazy … doesn’t stop with robot teachers.
5. Robots will ... entire factories soon.

            

            Decide if the following sentences are true or     
            false. Then correct the false ones.

1. Japanese people are using robots for completing 
many daily tasks.
2. Robots cannot speak any human language.
3. There are even robots that can help with learning 
English.
4. Japanese schools will use over 50,000 English-
speaking robots in the near future. 
5. Smart factories can do most of their tasks 
automatically.         

3 4

         Find the synonyms of the following words in the text.

1. to complete (a task)        
2. employees     
3. smart     
4. whole     
           

         Find the right word in the text based on the definition.

1. this is what a person wants to do in the future 
2. to stop working well    
3. information about what has happened  
4. coordinate (a factory or shop)   

          

6

7
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       Choose the correct option. The sentences might be in either first or second conditional.

1. If you learn English well, you will /would have better opportunities.
2. Now you wouldn’t /couldn’t have problems if you studied harder last year.
3. If I came / come earlier, there wouldn’t be such a line.
4. If you had a robot, what daily task would / might you ask him to perform?
5. I would help you more if I have / had more free time.

       Complete the sentences with the right form of the verb. The sentences might be in either first or second  
        conditional.

1. If we … (miss) the train, we won’t make it to the airport.
2. I … (buy) more gifts to others, if I … (have) more money.
3. If you ... (not give) it back to her, she ... (not give) it to you next time.
4. What would you do if you ... (have) one week in London for free?
5. What university would you choose if you ... (can pick) freely among the best ones?

This is what you read in the text This is what it means

Where would be the emotional connection between 
student and teacher if we replaced teachers with robots?  

Where will be the emotional connection between student 
and teacher in the unlikely case that we replace teachers 
with robots? (= It’s unlikely that we will replace teachers 
with robots but the question is: where will be the emotio-
nal connection if we do?)

How would our life look like if robots took over all of our 
work? 

How will our life look like in the unlikely case that robots 
take over all of our work? (= It’s unlikely that robots will 
take over all of our work but the question is: how will our 
life look like if they do?)

This is what we call the second conditional. 

Form if + past simple + main clause with would/could

Example If I had a cleaning robot, I would no longer clean my room.

Meaning
Second conditional sentences refer to the result of an imagined situation that is unlikely to happen. It’s 
a kind of hypothesis: what would/could happen if … ?

Notes
Important: we use the past simple to distance the statement from reality, not because we talk about 
the past. Also, we never say “if I would …”, because in English, we need to use the past simple after if to 
express conditionality. It may be different than in your native language. 

Read the short explanation about the second conditional.1

2

3

GRAMMAR: SECOND CONDITIONALS
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LISTENING: A SPECIAL BIRTHDAY GIFT

       Look at the picture and describe what you can see. What do you think about it?

              Listen to the recording and circle the right answer. 
              There is one correct answer to each question.

a. John thinks that his new robot is a … 
A great conversation partner. 
B really useful invention for teaching him English. 
C not good for much else than cleaning his room.

b. Sarah and John … 
A are strangers on the street.  
B do not like each other.
C are friends.

c. John … 
A received a robot for his birthday.
B has recently bought a new robot .
C has read somewhere an article about robots.

              Listen to the recording again and answer the questions.

1. Why does Sarah want to have a cleaning robot?

2. What story does John tell her as a response?

3. Why John can’t practice his English with the robot?

4. Is the robot reliable when it comes to cleaning? What should John be careful with? 

               Listen to the recording again and complete the expressions.

1. has  emotions
2. more time    studying
3.     two hours to find it
4. practice my English  with 
5. only understands   
6.  the hoovering for you
7. don’t forget     on the ground

3

2

4

1
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There are many ways to give advice to someone. Sometimes you can give advice by using phrases such as: 
Have you considered buying a new phone? Why don’t you fix the old one? Often, even a simple question is actually 
a way of giving advice: You’ve already been to the doctor, haven’t you? or Have you already been to the doctor?

As you probably remember, modal verbs are often used for giving (or asking for) advice.

Modal verb Example Note

should I think you shouldn’t start taking those pills.
What should I do now?

Using should is a good way of giving advice. It’s often 
used in the negative “I think you shouldn’t ... “

would
I wouldn’t work with him in your place.
I would happily take that chance in your place.
What would you do in such a situation?

Would is commonly used to talk about what you would 
do in someone else’s shoes.

could
Could you try getting another phone?
Maybe you could go back to the shop and share 
your complaints.

Could is often used for giving advice, either in a ques-
tion or an affirmative sentence.

      Give advice in each of the following three situations in five different ways, using the above constructions.

Situation #1 Situation #2 Situation #3

Your friend is sick but he doesn’t want 
to see a doctor. Advise him to go and 
visit a doctor. 

Your friend’s car broke down again but 
he doesn’t want to consider selling it. 
Advise him to give it a try and sell it.

Your friend will soon need to pass 
a difficult exam but instead of 
preparing, he is watching TV all 
afternoon. Advise him to switch off 
the TV and start studying.

      Read the short explanation about giving advice with conditionals. 

There are several ways to give advice using conditionals. At its simplest, we can use the second conditional as 
follows. Let’s say you have a friend who does not want to take a scholarship opportunity. You can advise him to 
take it by saying: if I had the chance, I would take that scholarship. 

Another common construction: if I were you, I would … For example: If I were you, I would take that scholarship. 
Note that we say if I were you, not if I was you because “if I were you” is a fixed structure. You can also use 
“what if you + past simple” to give advice. For example: What if you tried using a cleaning robot?

      Ask and answer about imagined situations. Work with a partner. Start with the questions below, then come 
      up with your own questions.

What would you do if you won the lottery? If I won the lottery, I would …
What would you do if you had 3 months of free time? If I had 3 months of free time, I would …
Which country would you travel to if you received a free flight ticket? If I got a free ticket, I would ...

Read the short explanation about giving advice with modals.1

GRAMMAR: GIVING ADVICE WITH MODALS AND CONDITIONALS

2

3

4
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        Mark all the second conditionals in the conversation. Then mark those which are used for giving advice.

        Read the conversation and find a phrase which is used to …

a. express doubt      b. state an undesirable fact  
c. express that something is regrettable  d. express excitement  

Do the phrases you found exist in your language? Check each of the phrases on the previous page which are 
used for giving advice. Can you use them in your own native language and culture?

       Act out the dialogue. Then act it out in a way that you replace at least two phrases in it.

       Play the Memory Game. Say the first half of a sentence and your partner should finish it without looking at 
the text. Choose five sentences and count how many of those your partner can finish correctly. Then take turns 
and compare your results.

SPEAKING: GIVING ADVICE TO A FRIEND

         Read the conversation which you listened to in the previous section. 1

2

3

4

5

John: Imagine, I received a robot for my birthday! It will clean my room 
every day.
Amelia: Wow! Happy birthday! Did the robot wish you a happy birthday, 
too?
John: No, it has no emotions. It cannot laugh and cannot cry. But at least 
it can clean my room.
Amelia: If I had such a robot, I would have more time left for studying. 
John: I’m not sure. If the robot put your things in the wrong place, you’d 
be looking for them all day. Yesterday it accidentally put my English book 
in the bin and it took me two hours to find it again.
Amelia: Ooh, that’s too bad! But what if you could practice your English 
skills with him? If I were you, I’d try learning something new from him!
John: If I could practice my English skills with my robot, I would already 
be fluent. However, the sad reality is that it only has a vocabulary of 200 
words and only understands voice commands for cleaning.
Amelia: Anyway, at least it can do the hoovering for you. Just don’t forget 
anything valuable on the ground. 
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Dear Students,

I’ve just come across a story in the headlines that Singapore’s Education Minister, Mr Ong Ye Kung, said the following, “If 
you work like a robot, you’ll be replaced by a robot.”

I think his advice is spot on for young graduates! It’s no longer enough to have a degree but you need to have creativity, 
empathy, critical thinking and artistic expression. In Mr Ong’s words, “In this era, we must be more human than ever – 
in anything we do”. Robots are not very good at jobs which require creativity and critical thinking, so you need to make 
sure that you do your job so well and so creatively that a robot will never be able to replace you. 

As far as I know, you are studying to be a … (your field of specialization). I just want to prepare you for the future. 
Imagine that you work for a top company and you handle exciting projects. Let’s assume that robots are very popular in 
your field of study. If your boss said that you are fired because he’ll hire a robot instead of you, how would you argue for 
the importance of your position? What are three things you would mention which make you necessary at the company?

As you might know, more and more jobs are lost because of automation and robotics so this question is not as far-
fetched as it sounds.

Let me know what you think and we can have a group discussion in class.

Kind regards,
Your Professor from the Future

WRITING ASSIGNMENT: A LETTER FROM THE FUTURE

        Let’s travel forward ten years in time. You are part of a class at a university and everyone in the group  
        (including you) receives an email from your professor at university. Imagine that you are studying in the  
        field of specialization which you’ve always been interested in. 

1

        WRITING TECHNIQUE PRACTICE 

1. Find examples of the first and second conditional in the message.

2. Which phrases does the professor use to talk about imaginary situations?

       Reply to your professor in an email message (~120 words) and argue your point. Read the reply emails to 
       each other. Choose your favourite email from your class.

      

2

3
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